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                    Summary
Recent electrophysiological studies of the activity in response to acoustic stimuli of single primary afferent neurons in the VIIIth nerve of mammals strongly suggest that the spike activity is inherently stochastic in that
	
                    a)
                    
                      the detailed pattern of activity varies unpredictably from repetition to repetition of an identical acoustic wave-form, but

                    
                  
	
                    b)
                    
                      appropriate averages of this activity show stability or statistical regularity.

                    
                  


Since the only way in which auditory information can reach the more central parts of the nervous system is via the VIIIth nerve, the effective “neural noise” implied by such stochastic “coding” of auditory information must set some sort of limits on auditory discriminations. As shown in this paper, these limits can be calculated if an appropriate statistical model of the neural activity is accepted. Of course, no more than a bound on discrimination performance can be determined in this way, since there is no reason to suppose that the central processing in the nervous system is effectively ideal — particularly in the artificial situations of auditory psychophysics. But if these bounds closely approximate performance (and there is some reason to believe they may, at least for the very simple auditory discriminations treated in this paper) then it seems reasonable to maintain that the observed stochastic “coding” in a sense accounts for or explains these behavioral limits.
The key to such an analytical effort as proposed here is the availability of sufficient data on the activity in single primary afferent fibers to permit one to infer a reasonable statistical model describing the total (spike) activity in all the tens of thousands of acoustic fibers of the VIIIth nerve in response to the signals of interest. In spite of extensive studies of single-fiber activity by a number of observers, highfrequency tone bursts (several kilocycles or more) are one of the few classes of signals for which an even roughly adequate amount of data exists at present. For such signals the data suggest that the firing pattern of each neuron can be modeled as a sample function from a simple stationary random process whose parameters depend on stimulus frequency, tensity, cochlear location, neuron sensitivity, etc. The desired overall model can then be obtained by assuming reasonable distributions for these parameters over the population of neurons.
Given such a model for the pattern of activity in the auditory nerve, discriminations between tone bursts of different frequencies or different intensities can be studied. These differences will be reflected in the properties of the random processes characterizing the auditory nerve. Using the theory of statistical hypothesis testing, it is possible to determine the smallest difference which could be reliably discriminated by an ideal computer examining the total activity of all fibers. As will be shown, the performance of this ideal computer parallels in a number of ways the performance of human observers. The general trends of this performance, moreover, (including an effect similar to Weber's Law) are largely insensitive to the details of the random process model for the neuron activity. However, it is interesting that the functioning of the ideal computer is particularly and uniquely simple for precisely that class of random process models which seems best to represent the physiological data.
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